


Deep Infinity



The Flow of Reality is 
Constant, with the Continual 
Emergence of New Realities, 

Inherently Incomplete, Deeper and 
Deeper Inside Infinity





Flow is the Shepherd of Reality, 
the Movement of Experience, the 
Iteration of Normalcy, the Change 

with Restraint





Emergence is the Violence of 
Reality, the Destruction of 

Experience, the Elevation of the 
Exceptional, the Change That 

Dominates





Infinity is the Connectedness of 
Reality, the Endlessness of 

Experience, the Coexistence of 
Darkness and Light, the Context 

of All Change



Philosophers throughout time have taken on the difficult task 
of defining the world and humanity’s role within it.  Through 
art, religion, and science, they have strained to quench the 
thirst for certainty and understanding.  The philosophies they 
have developed, while entertaining or useful in some way, are 
premised on the desire to use information to explain the world.



There is one underlying problem haunting these efforts, the 
problem of infinity.  The core issue that cannot be solved is that 
infinity exists, and trying to explain it is the highest of intellectual 
errors.  Attempting to obtain knowledge from information is in 
inherently misguided because everything in reality is inherently 
information.  This is the infinity problem, the inability to finitely 
define everything.  The great uncertainty of knowledge is a feature 

of reality that demands  acceptance and not explanation.



General philosophies attempt to explain and infer truth, tending 
to avoid recognition of the infinity problem.  The declaration of 
this philosophy is a surrender to infinity and a recognition of its  
completeness.  An admission that there is a world of observation 

without full explanation.  Therein lies the beauty in infinity.



Infinity is the deepest idea.  The idea that something is boundless, 
completely connected, and perfectly whole.  To this day, many 
of the issues presented by the infinity problem confound those 
trying to perfectly explain the world.  Rather than appropriately 
adapting mathematics or science to accept infinity, there is an 
endless effort to evade it.  There are methods for pursuing the 
desires of learning that do not commit the fatal conceit that 

infinity can be conquered.



Primarily a reiteration of the concept of infinity, Deep Infinity 
extends this idea into a non-falsifiable philosophical framework.  
This is done primarily through producing a more refined view of the 
phenomenon of emergence.  The charm of emergence is that it is 
a method for explaining the world that is entirely compatible with 
and accommodative of the infinity problem.  Emergence, while 
studied widely, has lacked a larger integration into philosophical 

thought.    That is what the Deep Infinity philosophy is about.



Emergence is a refined view of logic and observation.  In 
opposition to the typical analysis of reality by categorization, 
emergence states that observations “emerge” spontaneously 
from interactions among reality.  The interaction of the parts of 
reality is the substance of observation, and not the individual 
parts in and of themselves.  There are an infinite number of parts 
and an infinite number of observational possibilities.  Emergence 
is conceptually elegant because it does not commit the fatal error 

of trying to attribute a divisive nature to information.



Emergence is the vision into infinity.  Emergent phenomena do 
not require explanation; their explanation is itself infinity.  There 
are interactions that occur that are complete in and of themselves, 
without the necessity of explanation.   The stream of emergence 
is endless and provides an unlimited view into reality.  Emergence 

is  a window into the infinite without division.



Some useful tenants that are derived from the integration of these 
concepts and distinct from most other philosophies are as follows:

• Reality is Infinitely Inseparable
• Emergence is the Appearance of Information
• Error Always Accompanies Theoretical Knowledge
• Reduction and Abstraction are the Introduction of Error 
• Causation is an Illusion as Causation Presumes Division

Attempting to prescribe certainty or truth to reality is inherently 
flawed, except in infinity itself.  All other descriptions offer a 

flawed perspective on information.  



Emergence is a more compatible way of dealing  with infinity 
than other philosophical approaches because it does not attempt 
to perfectly explain information.  Emergence expresses an 
observation as is outside of a complex theoretical framework.  
It is not falsifiable that emergence occurs; however, theoretical 

explanations of information can be falsified.



Integrating emergence with infinity creates a duality that is the 
essence of operating in the world.  Deep Infinity defines this 
duality as Flow and Emergence.   Flow is the observation of 
emerged phenomena.  Emergence  is the observation of newly 
emerging phenomena.  Flow is a recognition that we do operate 
on knowledge, and emergence is a recognition that knowledge 

is incomplete and may be in error.



This duality provides a very deep way of analyzing infinity.  Flow 
is the apparition of consistency, of cause and effect, and of the 
ability to interact in known ways with the world.  Emergence 
is the appearance of something new, interrupting consistency, 

disturbing the common interaction with the world.



Flow and emergence provide a framework of useful operation in 
the world, with a recognition that there is completeness in infinity 
but a lack of completeness operating inside it.  Living both in the 

regularity of time and in the expectation of surprise.





The Life Strategy of Duality
Flow into Emergence



 Even with perfect understanding of the infinity problem, it 
is not obvious how to adapt to it in the real world.  There is a 
temptation to abandon even the most basic pursuits because  
there is ultimately no guarantee that a predictable outcome will 
be reached.  While it is true that certainty does not exist, with 
appropriate techniques this uncertainty can now be harnessed 
to produce an even greater result than what was originally 
expected.  The flow into emergence strategy is the life framework 

for operating in harmony with the infinity problem.



The strategy is actually very simple to understand using the  
concepts of flow and emergence.  For every goal one should 
implement a dual strategy of flow and emergence.  The flow 
strategy provides the stability that life craves, and emergence 

prepares us for its inevitable chaos.



The flow strategy involves consistently executing the regular 
tasks of life.  Taking the most reliable observations of nature (not 
man) and using them to maximum benefit is the basis for action.  
Flow demands minimizing distraction and maximizing focus.  
Constant experimentation and increased experience leads to 
learning and improvement.  The product of flow is a stream of 

value that accumulates into abundance.



The emergence strategy involves the inhalation of the irregular.  
Emergence takes flow and converts it into a powerful weapon 
for fighting uncertainty.  Redundancies, safety mechanisms, 
and other fortresses against disaster are erected from flow’s 
abundance.    A bounty is acquired from transforming the lessons 

of flow into  extreme beauty in the world.



Use Mother Nature’s Massive 
Experience as Your Guide

Execute Consistently to Gain 
Maximum Value from Normalcy

Continuously Experiment Where the 
Costs are Small

Generate Productivity in the Present 
with Minimal Reliance on the Future 

Use Contrarian Action to Benefit 
from the Normal Cycles of Nature

Prepare for Mother Nature’s Most 
Reliable Patterns to Go Astray

Be Prepared for the Abnormal and 
Profit from It 

Look for Huge Opportunities from 
the Flow of Small Experiments

Build Redundancies, Safety 
Mechanisms, and Savings to Survive

Understand the Meta-trend and the 
Cycle of Cycles
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Experimenting

EarningPracticing

Executing

Learning

NurturingImproving



-
Multitasking

RiskingTheorizing

Procrastinating

Worrying

AbdicatingDiverting



+
Stockpiling

Saving

Speculating

Inventing

Securing

Eschewing

Doubting



-
Lending

Borrowing

Mathematizing

Forecasting

Optimizing

Calculating

Promising





The Story of the Blue Swan



The swan is nature’s most powerful symbol.  It is the symbol of 
elegance and purity.  It protects peace with vigilance and maintains 
serenity with diligence .  The swan is a violent lover seeking to 
unify God and life.  In form and in action, the swan epitomizes 
strength and beauty.  Ultimately, it exists as the symbol of all 

understanding.



 The Greeks revered the swan as a protector of their Gods and the 
divine guide of their chariots.  In Hinduism, the swan is cherished 
for its ability to be part of the world but not stained by it, the 
embodiment of peace and acceptance.  However, the swan has 
introduced a great darkness into the consciousness  of mankind. 



Long ago, the Roman poet Juvenal reflected on the white swan 
and its uniqueness in the world.  He even remarked on the 
absurdity of the existence of a black swan in reality, as it would be 
at odds with the purity that the swan gracefully exhibits.  A black 
swan would surely conflict with nature’s plan and humanity’s 

experience of its great creation.



The term “Black Swan” became nomenclature for describing 
something that could not be possible.  The phrase caught on in 
sixteenth century London for those exhibiting certainty about 
what did not exist in reality.  That is until 1697 when a real black 
swan was discovered in Australia.  The myth of the Black Swan 
had become a reality and a blow was dealt to the desire for 

perfect understanding in the world.



After this discovery, the Black Swan came to represent the dark 
and unexpected.  The concept reflected on humanity’s inability to 
cope with uncertainty and to predict extreme events.  The modern 
philosopher Nassim Taleb has reintroduced and improved the 
conception of this Black Swan problem and its implications for 

the structure of knowledge.  



The Deep Infinity philosophy embraces the duality of the swan, 
as the swan is the ideal representative of reality.  The swan 
represents the beauty of the expected and the exaltation of the 
unexpected.  Duality of life in its character and in its color.  It is 
the flow of life and the violence emerging from the passion of 

reality.



While the black swan has been discovered, a blue swan has yet to 
be found.  It is currently considered impossible to conceive of the 
discovery of yet another swan of yet another color.  The discovery 
of a blue swan, while surprising, would be much different than 
that of the black swan.  Unlike the black color associated with 
darkness the Blue Swan would be representative of peace, 

wisdom, and intellect just as the color.  



This is the same sense of being that the Deep Infinity philosophy 
aims to brings to its adherents.  Those intrigued by Deep Infinity 
strive to become a Blue Swan amongst the White Swans and 
Black Swans around them.  A Blue Swan consuming the White 
Swan’s flow of elegance and converting the Black Swan’s dark 

emergence into the blue vibrance of infinity.
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Commandments of 
the Blue Swan



1



Embrace the Perfection of Reality



2



Search for the Unseen



3



Prepare for the Absurd



4



Predict the Exception



5



 Avoid the Noise of Sensational Normalcy



6



 Plan Multiple Paths for Every Destination
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Try Small, Fail Small, Learn Large



END
The

Is Infinite
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